Download Yamla Pagla Deewana 2 (2012) Hindi Dubbed Movie Yamla Pagla Deewana 2 (English: Crazy Guys Forever) is a 2012 Indian comedy film directed by Samir Karnik. It marks the return of Dharmendra, Salman Khan, Bobby Deol and Sunny Deol who played the lead roles in the 2001 movie. The movie is a sequel to Yamla Pagla Deewana which was released in 2001 starring Dharmendra,
Salman Khan, Bobby Deol and Sunny Deol.The film's soundtrack features six original songs composed by Adnan Sami with lyrics by Sameer Anjaan. The film is produced by Remo D'Souza and Dinesh Vijan under the banner DVR Pictures. The movie released on 6 December 2012 to mostly negative reviews with critics praising the story but criticising the lack of humour in the movie.. The film
opens with Bajrangi (Salman Khan) and his friend Mahabali (Bobby Deol) getting new jobs in Mumbai where they use to stay,and they join their old gang "Sultan" for which Mahabali is very excited, but Bajrangi is frustrated with himself on his failure to find a job for his girlfriend Duniya (Kareena Kapoor). Later, Bajrangi meets his friend Shoaib (Ashish Choudhary) who is now a lawyer and tells
him all about Duniya. Then Bajrangi tries to find Shoaib's old car, the one he used to repair for Shoaib when he was unemployed. Bajrangi learns that his childhood friend Shanu (Ritesh Deshmukh) is now a police officer at the police station where they went for vacation vacation when they were kids. Shanu mistakes Bajrangi for a thief and locks him up in the lock-up cell below the inspector's room.
The next morning the police inspector assigns Shoaib to get Bajrangi out of the lock-up cell. Bajrangi's lawyer friend, Murad (Ravi Kishan), advises Bajrangi to get a job in a Nokia Store. Bajrangi finds out that his friend Trilochan (Sunny Deol) who used to work with him is now a superstar. So Bajrangi goes to a shop where he will have no issues starting from starting from being fired from being
fired from being fired from being fired by his boss Bablu just because there was no daily paper. Bajrangi goes back to the lock-up and tells his old stories of friendship and pranks with Trilochan and Mahabali who starts to like Bajrangi for his sense of humor, but Shanu doesn't believe him because he remembers how Bajrangi used to play pranks on him. Then Trilochan comes in and sees Bajrangi's
cell phone in the lock-up cell. Now Trilochan, Mahabali & Shanu start making fake calls from Bajrangi's cell phone using their impersonations to get hired again in the Nokia Store where they used to work before.
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